The SL eSTRIP 10 is the latest addition to the Showline eSeries family. Ten cells of homogenized RGBW LEDs deliver a blended wash of colour, emulating the traditional halogen strip light effect, with reduced power consumption, lower heat output, and minimal maintenance.

Control each cell individually for maximum flexibility, or in groups for applications requiring simpler control. The SL eSTRIP 10 can be easily configured to suit your design requirements. Choose the appropriate dimming curve, utilize the in-built chase programs, and mask the beam with the optional barndoor accessory.

With its rugged construction, internal power supply and simple operating system, the SL eSTRIP 10 is an ideal replacement for conventional MR-16 strip lights for all entertainment applications.

Features:
- Rugged Construction
- 10 Homogenized RGBW LED engines
- 8 bit DMX-512A operates as 16 bit smooth resolution
- On-board LCD Menu System for addressing and setup
- Remote configuration available via RDM
- 5-pin DMX-512A(RDM) in and thru connections
- PowerCon in and thru power connections
Technical Specifications:

Version: SL eSTRIP 10, IP20

Optics:
- 20 degree beam angle
- 10 units of 4in1 RGBW LED engine

Controls:
- DMX-512A(RDM)

Modes:
- 16 bit RGBW mode
  - 1 pixel
  - 2 pixels
  - 5 pixels
  - 10 pixels
- 8 bit RGBW mode
  - 1 pixel
  - 2 pixels
  - 5 pixels
  - 10 pixels

Features:
- Built in Preset and Chase Program
- Convection cooled

Physical:
- 100 - 240VAC, 90W Max
- 1082mm x 130mm x 139mm, 7Kg
- CE, IP20

Luminance:
- 2000 lumens

CRI/CQS:
- >85

Ordering Information:

SLeSTRIP10
(88-095-5642-36)
SL eSTRIP 10 RGBW Strip Light, IP20

SLeSTRIP10BD
(89-020-5640-00)
Optional Barn - Door for SLeSTRIP 10